Name: _____________________________________

Chapters 11 - 12
1.

What interesting information did Mr. Cane share with Henry in the beginning of
Chapter 11?
a. He hated chocolate.

b. His real name was Alfred.

c. He lived in the warehouse. d. He knew another boy with Chocolate Fever.

2.

Explain the two part cure for Henry's disease.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

3.

4.

Who was the other little boy that had Chocolate Fever?
a. Alfred Cane

b. Henry's father

c. Mac

d. Dr. Fargo

What choice did Henry make at the breakfast table to show he learned his lesson?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

5.

What new flavor suddenly peaked Henry's interest?
a. broccoli

b. maple

c. cinnamon

d. butter
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 11 - 12
1.

What interesting information did Mr. Cane share with Henry in the beginning of
Chapter 11? d
a. He hated chocolate.

b. His real name was Alfred.

c. He lived in the warehouse. d. He knew another boy with Chocolate Fever.

2.

Explain the two part cure for Henry's disease.
The two part cure for Henry's disease is that you must first learn a lesson. Although life
is great, you cannot have everything you want all of the time. The second part is that
you need the opposite of chocolate, you need vanilla. If you truly learned the first
lesson, then the vanilla pills will cure the rest.

3.

4.

Who was the other little boy that had Chocolate Fever? a
a. Alfred Cane

b. Henry's father

c. Mac

d. Dr. Fargo

What choice did Henry make at the breakfast table to show he learned his lesson?
At the breakfast table Henry passed on having chocolate syrup on his pancakes and
decided to use regular maple syrup instead.

5.

What new flavor suddenly peaked Henry's interest? c
a. broccoli

b. maple

c. cinnamon

d. butter
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